MIGRATION OF UKRAINIANS AS A FACTOR OF GLOBALIZATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COUNTRY

МІГРАЦІЯ УКРАЇНЦІВ ЯК ЧИННИК ГЛОБАЛІЗАЦІЇ В РОЗВИТКУ КРАЇНИ

The article deals with the problems of migration of Ukrainians around the world, due to various reasons. The basic factors of a massive exodus of compatriots outside of the native country are highlighted. It is investigated what exactly motivates our fellow countrymen to leave the state. It was revealed that migration has increasingly played the role of a factor of globalization in the development of our country. The intensity of migration processes in Ukraine is increasing. The set of factors that influence the decision of the individual to cross the border is quite wide. Modern migration processes have negative consequences for our state, namely, the deterioration of the demographic situation, the loss of skilled workers, the emergence of a tendency to decline in economic growth. It is noted that our state should develop an effective mechanism for reducing migration and implement it as soon as possible. Active migration policy should contribute to the development of the state and be complex in its nature, that is, the unity of views on all migration issues, the inclusion of migration issues in all other areas of state political activity.
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Formulation of the problem. Over the past two decades, our country has become a donor because, in the past few years, nothing has changed in the economic development and security of the country. Every year, more and more Ukrainians leave their homes. Therefore, today the problems of migration of the Ukrainian people should become the object of increased attention of society, and especially of the authorities. This topic is extremely relevant today because, in the past few years, nothing has changed in our country. Despite the loud statements of new, "progressive" officials on liberalization and reform.

Analysis of recent research and publications. The issue of a comprehensive analysis of the current
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У статті розглянуто один із найважливіших чинників, який зумовлює зміну чисельності населення України та його перерозподіл між окремими регіонами та населеними пунктами – міграцію населення. Зображено проблеми більшої масштабності, що зумовлені різноманітними причинами. Висвітлені основні фактори масового виїзду за межи рідної країни. Досліджено, що саме спонукає наших земляків покидати нашу країну. Висновки основні фактори масового виїзду соціально-економічного характеру, тобто єдністю погляду на всі міграційні потоки, включенням міграційних питань в усі інші напрями політичної діяльності держави.

Ключові слова: міграція, кордон, територія, держава, інвестиція, робота, громадянин, заробіток, населення.

**Setting objectives.** The aim of the study is to improve the theoretical foundations of assessing the migration of Ukrainians, to identify its interconnections with socio-economic processes, and to develop practical recommendations for improving the effectiveness of the state policy of overcoming the negative consequences of migration processes.

**The purpose of the article.** The aim of the study is to improve the theoretical foundations of assessing the migration of Ukrainians, to identify its interconnections with socio-economic processes, and to develop practical recommendations for improving the effectiveness of the state policy of overcoming the negative consequences of migration processes.

**Methodology.** In the process of research used: methods of scientific abstraction, observation, synthesis to distinguish key socio-economic factors of influence on migration processes.

**Results.** The practical significance of the theoretical positions, conclusions, and recommendations formulated by the author is that they can serve as a methodological basis for the formation of methodological approaches to the analysis of socio-economic aspects of regional asymmetry of migration processes.

**Value/originality.** It lies in the theoretical generalization of the essence of migration processes and the deepening of the scientific and methodological provisions of their research. The main results, containing elements of scientific novelty, are as follows: the conceptual apparatus of migration research, the study of the interrelation of the migration balance and the international investment position of the country.

**Presenting the main material.** As the old folk sayings say, fish are looking deeper and people are better. In search of this most cherished “better life,” people often move not only to other cities but also to foreign countries. Finding a more favourable place to live was characteristic of mankind at all times; for this, a special term – emigration – was invented. Every day, bags are packed abroad by 73 Ukrainians. There are 42 million of us. Over the years of independence, Ukraine has lost ten million people. And this is just official statistics. After all, according to the smallest estimates, only eight million Ukrainians left abroad. In recent years, we have seen the largest outflow of the population. Where they go, and when they return. And will they return at all? In all history, the country has lost 8 million people in search of earnings. This is the whole population of Austria or Israel. Of this, a number of labour migrants – half of the population of Russia. 1,2 million people work in Canada and Poland, 940 thousand in the USA, and 500 thousand in Brazil. In Italy, there are 231 thousand Ukrainians, and in Germany – 230 thousand.

Ukraine in figures. Over the years of independence, 8 million Ukrainians have left the country in search of earnings. Ukrainians – 42 million. Over the years of independence, Ukraine has lost ten million people. And this is just official statistics. After all, according to the smallest estimates, only eight million Ukrainians left abroad. In recent years, we have seen the largest outflow of the population. Where they go, and when they return. And will they come back at all?

The number of emigrants increases annually in geometric progression. Official statistics do not exist. About the scale can testify to the fact that the removal from registration at the place of residence when you sell real estate and land on the plane. In 2016, there were 6,5 thousand Ukrainians, last year their number increased almost fourfold – to 22 thousand. But there are also unofficial figures. According to international experts, last year more than a million people left the country. Another 100 thousand crosses the border every month. Most Ukrainians work in Poland – 506,5 thousand, Russia has been chosen by 342,4 thousand Ukrainians. The local Migration Service offers residents of Donbas receive a Russian passport with a simplified procedure. During the first two years after the annexation of citizenship of Russia, 300,000 Ukrainians have become accounted for, without Crimea being taken into account. In Italy – 147,7 thousand and in the Czech Republic – 150 thousand Ukrainians. Another 200 thousand work in the Czech Republic for Polish visas. But these statistics did not include refugees who left the territory of the Donbas and headed for a hostile country. We will add to these calculations not less than 100 thousand Hungarian passports received by inhabitants of Transcarpathia without leaving their homes.

While we were aware of the sad statistics, two Ukrainian families made suitcases in search of happiness in a foreign country. Some people say that life is better in the Motherland, but others do not support this idea. Who is right?

First, living conditions are better abroad. Apartments of good quality, cheaper than the cost of apartments in large cities of Ukraine.

Secondly, education is also better abroad. There are many opportunities for studying subjects and mastering practice abroad.

Thirdly, special services are more concerned about parks and streets. Public services work better than Ukrainian ones. People care about the places where they live. Foreigners are well-educated. People in some foreign countries are quieter and more friendly. Some people in Ukraine are rude and poorly trained. In addition, many Ukrainians go abroad because they can find a good and high paying job there.
But there is another point of view on this problem. Some people are absolutely sure that life is better in the Motherland. Indeed, in our homeland, our close friends, friends. Every city in Ukraine is famous for its monuments, museums, buildings and structures. Everyone should help his own country, that is, do everything possible for its common good. We think this problem is very serious and everyone has the right to their opinion.

Why do people go abroad? Will there be so much better? Because there you will have to speak in another language, to respect other traditions, to adapt to someone else’s mentality, and to break yourself in general: to throw your hometown, parents, relatives, friends. And there you will never become yours (even when you smile – it’s only politeness). Many now accuse the government. Moreover, immigrants believe that they all envy in Ukraine, and if they live in Europe or America, then they climbed to Olympus.

It’s a shame that people are starting to hang on to their country, their nationality. It’s a pity that some of our compatriots are considered a shame, are ashamed to speak Ukrainian. And while we do not learn to accept ourselves as we are and to respect ourselves, we will remain for all fools. That money that can be earned abroad is not worth the sale of the Motherland and family. Especially in such a difficult time as now. All countries have difficult moments in history. In the nineteenth century, Germany was the poorest, weakest country in Europe, but the descendants of those Germans who had not left the country now, probably, proud of being German citizens. So, in Ukraine, this is just a difficult moment that one has to simply survive and help the Motherland, all, as much as possible, and not leave it.

Some of our compatriots believe that Ukraine will remain a powerful state even when it will have fifteen million people. But attractive in this case for foreign countries will not be investments or economic opportunities of the country but our fertile Ukrainian land. Unfortunately, today the state authorities are almost not engaged in solving problems with the migration of the population, and some of them, on the contrary, create all the conditions for Ukrainians to travel abroad. An example is private and commercial structures that deal with the employment of Ukrainians abroad. Some believe that this contributes to the improvement of Ukraine’s international relations with other states but this is a rather dubious view. Why do not the activities of such structures go to the domestic market of the country and provide our compatriots with workplaces at home?

After all, when Ukrainian specialists leave their homeland and carry out professional work in hiring abroad, in Ukraine their work is carried out by non-professional mercenaries from the underdeveloped countries. Such a situation cannot ensure the development of the economy and improve the standard of living in our country. Unfortunately, our high officials do not really like to talk about the real number of Ukrainians who leave the country for work abroad, as well as the number of those who replace them, coming to us from those countries where wages are even lower than in Ukraine. There are millions of such people, and we think that today it is a real national tragedy because the life of every person is a unique and individual world.

It also needs to be solved such a question as guaranteeing all rights and freedoms of Ukrainians abroad, no matter what reason they are there – working, vacationing or traveling. In such circumstances, our compatriots create a negative image of our state, and this does not in any way favour the aspirations of the Ukrainian government to integrate into the European community. Without attention to its citizens, any state has no future, prospects for development. But in search of a more successful future, better working conditions and higher wages, in the struggle to reduce migration Ukrainians must rely not only on the government but on themselves – to make their country better and be responsible for their lives, for their activities for the benefit of countries.

In general, the main causes of migration in Ukraine are three factors:
1. limited employment opportunities, especially in rural areas;
2. low wages at home
3. greater prestige of work at enterprises and institutions of large countries and cities.

Conclusions from the conducted research. The intensity of migration processes in Ukraine is increasing. The set of factors that influence the decision of the individual to cross the border is quite wide. Modern migration processes have negative consequences for our state, namely the deterioration of the demographic situation, the loss of skilled workers, and the emergence of a tendency to decline in economic growth. That is why our state should develop an effective mechanism for reducing migration and implement it as soon as possible. Migration increasingly plays the role of a factor of globalization in the development of our country. Active migration policy should promote the development of the state and be characterized by a complex nature, that is, a unified view of all migratory flows, the inclusion of migration issues in all other areas of the political activity of the state. This policy should be formed transparently, based on broad public dialogue, based on a deep understanding of the migration situation, accurate and reliable statistics, realized on the basis of clearly coordinated activities of various government structures. In recent years, activation of lawmaking in the field of migration has taken place in Ukraine. In 2010, within the framework of administrative reform, a special executive body was created to implement the state migration policy – the
State Migration Service. The Presidential Decree approved the Concept of the State Migration Policy of Ukraine, and subsequently the Plan of Measures for its Implementation.
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The purpose of the article. The aim of the study is to improve the foundations of assessing the migration of Ukrainians, to identify its interconnections with socio-economic processes, and to develop practical recommendations for improving the effectiveness of the state policy of overcoming the negative consequences of migration processes. This study is also aimed at identifying the main economic consequences of population migration and identifying changes in the modern migration processes of our country. A description and clarification of the legal nature of migration in Ukraine are conducted. It is also necessary to determine the factors of influence to the level of migration in Ukraine in the current political and economic conditions, to establish causal relationships.

Methodology. In the process of research used: methods of scientific abstraction, observation, synthesis to distinguish the main socio-economic factors of influence on migration processes. Also, the following methods of research of economic phenomena have been used: generalization method, system analysis, comparison method, factor analysis and logical-legal, which is used to substantiate proposals for the introduction into the current legislation on migration, aimed at overcoming the conflicts of certain legal norms. The theoretical and methodological basis of the research was the work of domestic specialists in the field of international labour migration, legislative acts.

Results. The practical significance of the theoretical positions, conclusions, and recommendations formulated by the author is that they can serve as a methodological basis for the formation of methodological approaches to the analysis of socio-economic aspects of regional asymmetry of migration processes. It is also determined that international migration is the relocation of people leaving the country of origin or permanent residence to another country temporarily or permanently. It was found out that the mechanism of motivation of migration is identical to the formation of the motive of migration, except for the presence in the first element of purposeful state management, aimed at achieving the goal, which indicates the identity of such properties as dual nature, subjective nature and the foundation of needs in both phenomena. The determined properties serve as the basis for the formation of the motive of migration, and their use as the basis of regulatory tools in the mechanical the movement of the population becomes quite logical.

Value/originality. It lies in the theoretical generalization of the essence of migration processes and the deepening of the scientific and methodological provisions of their research. The main results, containing elements of scientific novelty, are as follows: the conceptual apparatus of migration research, the study of the interrelation of the migration balance and the international investment position of the country. Determining that in order to overcome the departure of labour resources abroad, the state should direct its activities to create new jobs, overcome poverty, create a strong middle class, strengthen the internal consolidation of the population.